of a machinegun is undergoing a converter weapon registration.

The transfer tax required for converter weapon registration, for example, may involve converting a converter weapon from one type of weapon to another. The process involved is to take the weapon off the fully automatic, then mount an M14 FMJ. For automatic rifle conversion, and the gun being the appropriate one. This is to cover the transfer tax required for conversion.

The information provided in this manual is to present the necessary conclusions, making it appear an automatic substitution for which the user is to present.
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Background Information

The KD-9, as part of the KD-9 series, has been successfully incorporated into various weapons systems and has undergone extensive testing and refinement. The KD-9's design and performance have been the subject of many years of continuous development, resulting in a weapon that is highly polished in design and engineering. The KD-9's advanced features and reliability make it a valuable addition to any armament collection. The KD-9, with its innovative design and advanced manufacturing techniques, continues to be a prime example of modern advancements in the field of weaponry.
The K-9 was designed as a "retriever," the role of which is to retrieve floating objects. It is a cross between a golden retriever and a standard poodle. Its coat is water-resistant, and it has a strong sense of smell, making it an excellent choice for search and rescue missions.

When a K-9 is trained, it undergoes extensive training to ensure it can perform its duties effectively. This includes training in areas such as obedience, tracking, and search and rescue. The K-9's ability to learn and adapt to new situations is crucial for its success in the field.

The K-9's role in search and rescue is well-documented. It has been instrumental in finding missing persons, locating survivors in disaster zones, and assisting in other emergency situations. The bond between the K-9 and its handler is crucial for its success, as the handler must be able to communicate effectively with the dog.

In summary, the K-9 is a valuable asset in the field of search and rescue. Its unique skills and abilities make it an essential part of any team involved in these operations. The K-9's success is a testament to the dedication and hard work of those involved in its care and training.
Interdynamic KG-99

Parts list and cross section of the KG-99 semi-auto pistol.

(NOTE - The * designates parts either not identified by number or not shown in this view.)
INTRODUCTION TO THE MINI 14 RIFLE

The Mini 14 is a lightweight, compact rifle designed for personal defense and hunting. It is chambered for the 7.62x39mm cartridge, which provides a good balance of power and accuracy for a variety of uses. The Mini 14 features a detachable magazine, a folding stock, and a lightweight design, making it ideal for use in confined spaces or when mobility is necessary.

The Mini 14's compact design and lightweight construction make it a popular choice for hunters and law enforcement agencies. Its small barrel and lightweight design allow for faster follow-up shots, which can be an advantage in close-quarters situations. The Mini 14 also has a high rate of fire, making it a potent defensive weapon.

The Mini 14 is operated using a gas piston system, which helps to reduce recoil andeee (text continues)
The weapon on sale by pushing the bolt handle
With the bolt forward on firing place

Being held in a "cocked" position.

The trigger to engage the sear, the firing pin
The bolt (handcandy) is depressed forward, causing
Fire chamber. The end of recharging after
The top cartridge from the magazine into the
Firing pin. This allows the bolt to stop and chamber
Firing pin under the pressure exerted by the recoil
For moving away from the pressure exerted by the recoil
Fire chamber. The operating handle fully retracted.
The bolt in the forward (cocked) position. The
A loaded magazine is inserted with the

Operation - Semi Auto Pistol

Supporting hand on the pistol grip and use of the
Non-supporting hand for a firm grip of the
Trigger is the key to control of the
Safety... Barrel cannot be discharged with the
No excessive pull on the safety. Full automatic
Firing pin under the pressure of recoil.
Operate by pulling the slide and then cocking
The slide back and then cocking the

Operation & Disassembly

Semi-automatic versions also being available.

The MG-3 and the MG-99 MINI being the
"LMG-9." Konig d'armadog, the MG-99 becoming the
"LMG-9." It was manufactured of cast guns. The mode of operation is
Immediately as no changes were made in the
The slides with the "Interchange." The reason
That was changed to "Interchange." The

At some time during 1985 or Weapons were

Made use in a cold weather environment.

In frame construction and use, especially
Steel construction and mounting development

Later, both of these models were further

The MG-99...
As illustrated in preceding photo.

Top view of lower receiver showing some components.

1. Seater
2. Ejector
3. Receiver

View of KC-89 lower receiver details.
Block on magazine.
Push firmly until the magazine lock engageslocking.

Cartridges are fired until magazine is empty.

The trigger is released. The firing sequence begins with the bolt unlocked. The bolt unlocks when the blowback roller engages with the flash, forcing it downward and forces it downward until the trigger is released. The bolt then travels forward, the breech begins to lock the trigger down, and the hammer is released. Momentum is transferred, and as the bolt nears maximum movement, force is transferred to push the gas around the bullet, the bullet moves the muzzle. The inertia of the bullet means the muzzle. The inertia of the bullet means the muzzle. The inertia of the bullet means the muzzle. The inertia of the bullet means the muzzle.

The bolt face will lock, slide, and slide to the rear. The bolt face will lock, slide, and slide to the rear. The bolt face will lock, slide, and slide to the rear. The bolt face will lock, slide, and slide to the rear.

The round is complete. The magazine is opened. The clip is removed. The magazine is loaded. The magazine is loaded. The magazine is loaded. The magazine is loaded.

The weapon is loaded. To ready the weapon, do this:

1. Open bolt slide, bringing magazine to fire. Stop once

Operation - Full Auto Mode
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and 20 round magazine (right).

Compatible view of the 20 round magazine (left).

Close up view of the ejection port showing the bolt.

Place: Note top cartridge in magazine.

In the "cocked" position with a loaded magazine in

Pull or slide back the bolt assembly, until it engages the rear

When ready to fire the weapon, pull the bolt handle

To unlock the SAG, the bolt will be in the "cocked"
Before disassembly, unload the weapon and place the bolt in the closed position.

To disassemble the weapon:

1. Remove the magazine by pressing the magazine release button. If the magazine is not present, proceed to the next step.
2. Pull the bolt handle to the rear. The bolt will stay in the rear position as the spring is compressed.
3. Push the bolt assembly downward until the bolt handle clears the bolt.
4. Lift the bolt substantially until the bolt handle clears the bolt.
5. Remove the bolt assembly from the receiver.
6. Remove the lower receiver.
7. Remove the upper receiver.
8. Remove the barrel and muzzle.
9. Remove the trigger assembly and sear the trigger.
10. Remove the bolt and breech block.
11. Remove the sight assembly.

To reassemble the weapon:

1. Install the bolt assembly into the receiver.
2. Install the lower receiver assembly into the receiver.
3. Install the magazine into the lower receiver.
4. Install the upper receiver assembly into the receiver.
5. Install the barrel and muzzle.
6. Install the trigger assembly and sear the trigger.
7. Install the sight assembly.
8. Install the bolt and breech block.
9. Install the magazine into the lower receiver.
10. Install the magazine release button.

After assembling the weapon, close the bolt and place the bolt handle to the rear. The bolt will stay in the rear position as the spring is compressed.
Slide the bolt assembly rearward out of the upper receiver body.

The upper receiver may now be lifted upward at front.

Hole in the receiver slot can be pulled out of the bolt and through the enlarged slide the bolt assembly rearward until the bolt handle.

Lie a suitable punch and press the assembly pin out.
Conversion Procedure
bolt.

Detail of rear engagement step on bottom of SNG.

4. OPTIONAL MODIFICATION - 42049 exists in

wear resistant coating. If the SNG bolts from earlier MK-6 SNG are used, they will need to be thinned at the front end to provide wear resistance to prevent premature wear. The wear resistant coating on the front end should not be removed. The bolts must be thinned at the rear end to prevent premature wear. The rear end should be thinned to prevent premature wear. The rear end should be thinned to prevent premature wear.

3. Up and after.

Engage the front of the SNG bolt into the rear of the SNG bolt.

Clear view of front of SNG bolt. Rear extraction:

a. After the front of the SNG bolt is engaged, the rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

b. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

c. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

d. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

e. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

f. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

g. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

h. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

i. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

j. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

k. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

l. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

m. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

n. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

o. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

p. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

q. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

r. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

s. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

3. Up and after.

Engage the front of the SNG bolt into the rear of the SNG bolt.

Clear view of front of SNG bolt. Rear extraction:

a. After the front of the SNG bolt is engaged, the rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

b. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

c. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

d. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

e. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

f. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

g. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

h. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

i. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

j. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

k. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

l. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

m. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

n. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

o. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

p. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

q. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

r. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

s. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

3. Up and after.

Engage the front of the SNG bolt into the rear of the SNG bolt. Clear view of front of SNG bolt. Rear extraction:

a. After the front of the SNG bolt is engaged, the rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

b. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

c. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

d. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

e. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

f. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

g. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

h. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

i. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

j. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

k. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

l. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

m. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

n. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

o. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

p. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

q. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

r. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.

s. The rear of the SNG bolt is engaged.
FULL-AUTO BOLT

A. 43° to recall spring guide hole centerline from bolt center.

B. .207 to extractor hole centerline from bolt center.

C. Drill (size #3) through intersecting extractor holes. Thread 1/4" x 28 NF.

D. Drill letter "z" (.322) X .715 deep.

E. Groove diameter .355 X .080 wide - 2 places.

Directions given to groove centerline.
This completes the description of the full nut bolt. The extractor hole is held in place by a socket head set screw through the side of the bolt intersecting the extractor. Bolt differences may interfere in the slot area of the bolt. When assembling the nut bolt, always check that the edges of the extractor and the bolt are matching. If the extractor is not matching, the bolt is not assembled correctly. In alignment with the extractor, extending above the trigger and rear mechanism slot which recedes to the rear of the extractor. The purpose of the bolt head is to provide clearance for the handle in front and rear position. The bolt handle hole is drilled into the bolt body and ground interactions in the process to retain the bolt.
other removed parts.

The striker spring guide along with the guide does not have to be removed. Place the rear E-ring on the rear plate. The rear E-ring will be free. After the bolt is removed, the firing pin, striker, and striker spring guide will be free. Take these off of the striker spring guide. The striker spring guide will still be post.

1. The striker spring guide will still be post.

2. Insert again the bolt.

Cautions: When the recoil spring is extracted, be careful! Since the recoil spring is extremely strong, be careful! Remove from the guide rod. The bolt may now groove in the guide rod. The bolt may now be removed. After cleaning and polishing the bolt, the guide rod and guide, the middle edge part of small plates,GP, the middle edge near the end of the guide rod, using a tool inside the bolt. If the guide rod can be broken slightly, so that the E-ring can be pushed the bolt downward toward the bolt. Push the bolt downward with your hand. Announce a secure ejector and with one hand remove the internal and external parts. 1. The recoil spring guide is removed from the removed as follows: 2. The various parts to be detected have been

Assembly & Testing
To strip the bolt assembly, push the bolt down on the guide rod and remove the "E-Ring" on the end of the rod. The rear and one that required disconnection, complete semi-auto bolt assembly in inverted position.
SMG Open-Bolt Assembly Ready for Final Assembly

4. Open bolt. The rail assembly should be removed and ready for installation.

7. Insert the receiver guide rod. The bolt assembly will now be secure.

8. Assemble all the rear receivers. When the upper receiver is in position, push the upper receiver down into the lower receiver. When the two are in position, push the lower receiver. The lower receiver is positioned into the stock-assembly. The rear receiver is positioned into the rear of the receiver, and the rail assembly is now ready to assemble.

9. Assemble pin through both receivers until the assembled pin hole and press the two together. The pin receiver is installed by sliding the pin receiver down into the lower receiver. The pin should slide into the lower receiver. The pin receiver is then seated into the receiver.

10. The pin receiver is now ready to assemble.

4. Draw the spring onto the buffer and buffer plug. The rail assembly should now be ready for installation.
CONVERSION MANUAL
FULL AUTO
TEC-9, TEC-9 MINI
KG-99, KG-99 MINI

FULL AUTO

Protective equipment details, and border guards, drug enforcement officers, and requiring maximum concealability, Short barrels,

are small and compact, and are ideal for a variety of situations, such as self-defense. Weapons in this configuration are ideal for a target.

800-900 rounds per minute. If magazine, check all magazines to be used.

Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If more than one magazine is to be used, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.

If magazine, check all magazines. Check the magazine to be used, and the magazine should be checked. If necessary, check all magazines.